
2ºmuch! Promotes climate action and carbon
neutrality through technological and
systematic offset methods

The climate responsibility platform uses improved methods,

research, ecological engineering to create awareness that carbon

neutrality is a global objective. 

PARIS, FRANCE, April 27, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 2ºmuch!

a recently launched digital platform that promotes climate

responsibility has now gone global in its never-ending effort

to fast-track the systematic improvement of ecological

restoration. With its newly launched climate responsibility

platform, researchers and climate activists are pushing for

the awareness that carbon neutrality is a global objective.

While most of the world is still in the grips of the novel

coronavirus, a brave team of climate activists has combined

their creative efforts to launch the 2ºmuch! climate

responsibility platform. The team behind 2ºmuch! has placed

urgency on the collective efforts needed for the world to

become more carbon neutral. A spokesperson for 2ºmuch!

has recently shared that, ‘planting trees is good, but it is not

good enough and we need to focus our collective

understanding and knowledge to help restore ecosystems

through ecological engineering to ensure effectiveness is

maintained.’ The launch of 2ºmuch! comes only a few weeks

after the plans released by U.S. President Joe Biden who is

looking to have America carbon neutral by 2030.

Governments around the world, in both developed and developing nations, have been hard at

work to offset global CO2 emissions. Although these climate plans and environmental policies

may still take years to become successful, 2ºmuch! is looking to educate a million people, help

them understand climate change, and allow them to be more active in ways to compensate for

their climatic footprint. In light of recent global lockdown measures, millions of people have

noticed a significant change in the environment and how human actions have pushed the

environment to the brink of severe and catastrophic dangers. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.climatecompensation.online/


2ºmuch! believes that carbon neutrality can be achieved through global efforts. Individuals

should become more aware of their personal impact, and how a carbon-free society can only be

attainable once there is a global effort. ‘People should understand that 2ºmuch! is a platform

where any individual can contribute to climate action plans. We want to be a guide in a vast sea

of confusing information, looking to take action through playful information,’ shared the

spokesperson. 

As thousands of climate activists and advocates around the world are urging individuals to

become more aware of their carbon footprint, 2ºmuch! is now making use of a different

approach to the growing problem. The team at 2ºmuch! has for some time been working

alongside researchers to reshape how they and society can solve a global ecological problem. A

strong movement towards carbon neutrality is through their devotion to validate effective

climate plans, and methods. So far 2ºmuch! gives better and more concrete options for

thousands of people to contribute to a global effort for improved climate plans. 

More about 2ºmuch! 

2ºmuch! is a climate responsibility platform offering concrete information and resources for

individuals around the world to help contribute to a global initiative and object to achieve carbon

neutrality. The understanding of 2ºmuch! lies in their success to be more hands-on in their

approach, and how they can achieve success using improved systems to validate the success

thereof. Working with a global team of researchers and climate activists, 2ºmuch! is becoming a

prominent figure in the efforts to fight climate change, and a key player to help and assist

millions of people to become well-informed about their personal carbon footprint. 

In addition to their efforts, 2ºmuch! has shed light on the importance that planting trees is a

good start, but it won’t be enough to save the earth from deforestation and increasing climate

issues. With a host of different projects and subscription plans, 2ºmuch! is looking to be more

than just an advocate for climate issues, but also find solutions, educate people, and make

millions understand the combined objective of what climate neutrality really is. 

The 2ºmuch! platform is a modern solution to a growing problem that has pushed the world

towards extreme climate change. This can become a way for more interested individuals to

contribute to climate plans, and offset the urgency for global and combined efforts. 
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